
On April 13th, 2022, a group of almost 40 researchers, forest technicians and environmentalists from 17
different countries gathered for a workshop in Nicosia. Building on previous research (Cooperation for the
Prevention of Wildfires within the Buffer Zone Report, UNDP-ACT in 2013), different interests in and
initiatives on wildfire risk in the Buffer Zone were discussed. The workshop was opened by Professor
George Boustras, Judith Kirschner and Pooja Pandey, with a brief introduction of Michael Loizides and
Salih Gücel (Technical Committee Environment), and the workshop participants. Next, Professor Iris
Charalambidou gave an engaging presentation on the unique ecological diversity of the Buffer Zone. For
a better understanding of the localities, the UN granted a visit to the Nicosia Airport in the afternoon. The
day concluded with an interactive discussion, where workshop participants identified opportunities for
creating a fire resilient landscape within the Buffer Zone. 

This workshop was organized in the context of a PyroLife ITN training event on integrated wildfire management (EU Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme MSCA-ITN-2019 – Innovative Training Networks, grant agreement 860787). Our sincere thanks go to the Technical 

Committee on Environment: Michael Loizides, Salih Gücel, Mary Athanasiou; and to Prof. Iris Charalambidou. Illustrations: Maud Nivet
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CONCLUSIONS: WAYS FORWARD 

A FUTURE WITH WILDFIRES IN CYPRUS

MAIN ISSUES: FIRE RISK IN THE BUFFER ZONE
Human activities: many areas in the Buffer Zone are farmed - risk of ignition 

Other areas left untouched for decades: (dry) fuel accumulation 
Unique reservoir endemic and rare species: 10 terrestrial habitats listed in EU directive - strictly avoid fire! 
Fire spreading in the Buffer Zone: potentially intensifies over abandoned urban areas, landfills

      resulting from machine use (sparks); agricultural waste burning; illegal hunting activities

WILDFIRE RISK ON A DIVIDED ISLAND
Wildfires are a common phenomenon in fire-prone Mediterranean environments. To reduce the risk of
wildfire disasters with severe consequences for the sociopolitical, economic and ecological system, an
integrated management approach is needed with strategies for risk prevention and mitigation,
preparedness, response, and recovery. In Cyprus, the existing political problem in the island complicates
systematic wildfire management, as there are currently no protocols for mutual assistance in the case of
a wildfire disaster. Moreover, there is an increased risk of wildfire in the Buffer Zone, as fuel management
and rapid response are restricted in the demilitarized area. 

Common pilot project land management and fire prevention: two villages close to Buffer Zone (Greek
Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot communities/sides), establish volunteer cooperation and fire plan for the land
in/around the Buffer Zone, as well as in/around the villages. Share resources, leverage local, ecological,
scientific interests – address not only the shared fire risk, but also grazing, etc.
Practical training course use of fire, both for prevention, landscape management and 

Foster exchange of knowledge, visit & invite international experts, e.g., Fire Protection 

Need for political support of leaders, collaboration with UN, trust building measures, 

      at later stage as tactical fire, additional training wildfire cause and origin investigation

      Associations South Africa, small scale trial in Cyprus considering local cultural context

      improve information, awareness, transparency: aim for official protection status

Differences between the two communities/sides can only be resolved with improved groundwork, 
coordination and collaboration. Suggestions to move forward were identified:


